
Comments for Planning Application 21/00166/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 21/00166/FUL

Address: 1 Burton Place Oxford OX4 2RQ

Proposal: Demolition of existing garage. Erection of a two storey side extension to create a 1 x 2-

bed dwelling (Use Class C3). Provision of new access, 2no. car parking spaces and amenity

space.

Case Officer: Alice Watkins

 

Customer Details

Name: Ms S Kaduskar

Address: 2 Burton Place Oxford OX4 2RQ

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbours

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

  - Access

  - Amount of development on site

  - Effect on adjoining properties

  - Effect on existing community facilities

  - Effect on pollution

  - Effect on privacy

  - Effect on traffic

  - Flooding risk

  - General dislike or support for proposal

  - Information missing from plans

  - Local ecology, biodiversity

  - Local plan policies

  - Noise and disturbance

  - Parking provision

Comment:Please find below my formal objection to the proposed development at 1 Burton Place.

 

I strongly object to the building of a two bedroom property in the current front garden of 1 Burton

Place; in general I believe the local area to be over crowded and over developed already. My

specific concerns are set out below.

 

When I purchased my house (2 Burton Place) I was informed that there was a covent on the land

surrounding theses houses which prohibited the use of fences between gardens and the right to

build on the land owned by 1 Burton Place. I believe that the it also stated that front gardens were



to remain as front gardens.

 

The current area has undergone significant development in recent years and is, in my opinion,

already overcrowded. Whilst adhoc in-fill development may reduce the pressure on other areas for

new builds, without strategic oversight it will create increased pressure on the local community and

amenities such as GP surgeries and other public services which are unable or slow to keep up

with the slow creep of urbanisation. I would urge Oxford City Council to scrutinise the in-fill impact

on the Houses Per Hector ratio in this area. In the warm weather months there is already a

significant issue of noise pollution from the neighbours. A further residence that could potentially

hold four people will add to the noise issue and reduce the health and wellbeing of existing

residents, many of whom are single, elderly or vulnerable. This would undermine Oxford City

Council's aim to support good quality local environments, as set out in the Oxford's Local Plan. I

understand that Oxford is experiencing a housing crisis, however the student halls recently

erected in James Woolfe Road have already increased significantly the footfall and litter in the

local area, as highlighted by Mr Barker himself (the planning applicant) in his recent objection to

the planning application for number 32 Burton Place. In additional the local residents are already

coping with increasing numbers of houses being converted in social housing (which has led to

additional antisocial behaviour), a recent increase in the number of HMO's locally and the

protection of a number of residents with learning difficulties. Furthermore this area is not

specifically identified as requiring further development or as an Area of Change within the adopted

Local Development Plan.

 

The proposed development is located a 10 min walk away from the nearest bus stop into Oxford

City centre and a 25 minute walk away from a choice of buses that take a more direct route. It is

therefore very likely that any family residing in this property would require more than one car. I

note that Oxford's Assistant Transport Planner Mr Glen Speakman has already advised that no.

1A Burton Place be prevented from applying for parking permits for the area, thus limiting the

numbers of cars for that residence to 1. However the proposed plans include creating 2 parking

spaces for No 1 Burton place in an existing front garden and still retaining the right to apply for

more permits. Oxford's Local Plan clearly sets out that its strategy is to minimise both public and

private parking, thereby encouraging sustainable transport, which is undermined by this proposed

development.

 

Oxford's Local Plan 2016-2018 also sets out that 5.6% of all mortality is attributable to the long

term exposure of fine particle matter PM2.5, which is mainly created by petrol and diesel powered

modes of transport. This proposed development and creation of two parking spaces for number 1

Burton Place will add to the air pollution of the local environment. By removing the garage

currently attached to 1 Burton place, No 1 Burton Place is left without provision for secure cycle

parking and will further reduce the incentive to use sustainable methods of transport, which

significantly undermines Oxford's stated aim of working towards a sustainable, environmentally

informed city.

 



I object to the plans to re-purpose the front garden of No 1 Burton Place into a car park. The

camber of the garden is such that water is already directed towards No 1 Burton Place, and as I

directly adjoin, my house also. We have never been flooded, but I would argue that this is in part

because the majority of neighbours have retained traditional front gardens. I am concerned that by

allowing the conversion of the front garden for No 1 Burton Place into a car park it will set a

precedence which may lead to more neighbours converting their front garden into parking spaces

and thereby increase the risk of flooding in this area. This issue has been exacerbated by Oxford

City Council's recent decision to restrict on-street parking in the area and surrounds by introducing

parking permits and restricted weekday parking. The proposed double spaced dropped curb

required for cars to access the parking spaces is situated on the curve into a well used 3-way

junction, this will mean that traffic will be passing the spaces from 3 directions, whilst drivers make

the manoeuvre to park. I believe that this is unsafe.

 

The plans show hard landscaping linking the permeable car pack spaces to further hard

landscaping which continues to the front door and window of 1 Burton Place. This pathing is linked

to my own garden path and surface water will be directed towards my front door and damp

coursing. I understand that permeable surfacing is not totally porous, and that whilst is will slow

down the flow of surface water as compared to the flow of water on a similar sized area covered

by concrete, it will not allow 100% soakaway. The report published by the Environment Agency

and Department for Communities and Local Government called 'Guidance on permeable surfacing

of front gardens' clearly says that any driveway should slope away from the house and towards

the road. The current plans do not indicate any consideration of this issue. The same report

suggests that sandy or gravelly soils are required to sit underneath such landscaping to ensure

maximum soakaway (which we do not have) and that soakways (ie the patch of land left for grass)

should be at least 3 meters from the house and foundations. I do not believe that these conditions

have been met. In addition Oxford's Health and Wellbeing strategy states that all health enabling

environments require green spaces. This proposed development significantly undermines this,

which will affect both human and non-human residents. For example local bats feed on the moths

attracted to the vegetation, foxes hide under the shrubs, and birds, insects and bees utilise the

shrubs and plants that are currently in the front garden. When this space is lost the biodiversity of

the area will also be impacted, rather than enhanced as set out as an ambition in the Local Plan.

 

Finally I would like to ask the council to consider the impact that this development will have on the

boundary between my garage and parking space and the proposed development. The current

plans to do not detail the work required to ensure that my garage is left weather proof, waterproof

and structurally sound and that my property will remain safe, secure and saleable. There has been

no discussion about a party wall agreement or schedule of works and the plans leave my car

exposed and vulnerable to accidental damage caused by being so closely located to the proposed

new build.

 

In addition two walls of my property will be included as the boundary to the proposed development

making access to those walls for maintenance and repair difficult. The plans do not include any



proposals to ensure my legal access to the outside of those walls.

 

I believe that this development is commercially motivated and not being proposed to house a

growing family or elderly resident. I also believe that this development is not in the interests of the

existing local community or intended to develop a local community

 

I therefore strongly object to this application for planning permission.


